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Decrease key
Reduces the power level or cooking time.

HOW TO USE THE ELECTRIC HOB
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Timer key
Description
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2.3
Available accessories

ON/OFF key

Cooking zones
Scraper

Turns the hob on or off.
Control lock button
Activates or deactivates the control lock if
pressed for 3 seconds.
Increase key
Increases the power level or cooking time.
Decrease key
Reduces the power level or cooking time.
Timer key
Activates the timer for the automatic shutdown.
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Cooking zones

Front left

EN

SYMBOLS:

Activates the timer for the automatic shut-

2.2 Symbols

Rear left
Central
Rear right
UsefulFront
for cleaning
right the hob.
The(30
accessories
Front
cm modelintended
only) to come
into contact with food are made of
Rear
(30 cmthat
model
only)with the
materials
comply
provisions of current legislation.
or
indicate that the cooking zones
Original
optional accessories
beside them areand
multiple.
can be requested to Authorised
Assistance Centres. Use only
original accessories supplied by
the manufacturer.

left appliance’s control and monitoring devices are located together on the front panel. The
Using the cooking hob:Front
All the
hob is controlled by means
of the Touch Control sensor buttons. The power in the cooking zones can be adjusted to
Rear left
various levels. Lightly touch a symbol on the glass ceramic surface. The buzzer will sound to confirm every effective touch.
Central
Switching on the cooking hob: To switch on the hob, hold down the ON/OFF key for at least 3 seconds. If no function is
Rear right
activated within 30 seconds
of switching on, the hob switches off automatically.
Front right
If the “control lock” function is active, after pressing the ON/OFF key for 3 seconds the display shows the text B L O C or
B L (depending on theFront
model),
the Control
(30press
cm model
only) lock key for at least 3 seconds.
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Rear (30 cm model only)

Switching on a cooking zone: After switching on the hob, use the Increase keys (+) to activate the required cooking zone.
The display shows theorsymbol
0.. Press
(+) again. The display shows the symbol 9 or P (depending on the
indicate
thatthe
theIncrease
cookingkey
zones
model) to indicatebeside
that the
cooking
zone is on at the maximum power. Press the Increase (+) and Decrease
them
are multiple.
key (-) to increase or decrease the required power level.
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